
The Selwood Garden Village project - Greenspace analysis

There are several open spaces proposed, this analysis is split into six zones;

1. Riverside edge, south end

First phase off the Ski Slope. Good riverside park, but with 3 pitches incorporated. This benefits the 
housing site shown with red edge, plus the community centre of ‘village’. Would need decent public 
car parking provision near the village centre.

Google map version shows loss of trees & field boundaries, also Blatchbridge Mill not 
shown (on east bank). Sandys Hill Farm is subsumed. The river corridor is inhabited with 
playing pitches, leaving little informal space. New path shows need for footbridge to 
access opposite bank. Total greenspace 8.38 ha.

path with green verges?

Sandys Hill Farm

5.25 ha
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Total greenspace
5.25 + 3.13
 =  8.38 ha



2. Middle part of riverside

Quite a few existing rights of way (pale orange on googlemap), private wood, 2/3 
greenspaces retained. If a footbridge is provided this opens the opposite bank.

Google map showing excluded areas. Total greenspace 1.61 ha. Riverside inc. in 1, above
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3. Field to east of Keyford House

Currently a prominent, steeply sloping field, dropping away from the ridgeline. Any sense 
of openness is tainted by the road & roandabout network, making this a rather unpleasant 
space. Or rather 3 steeply sloping road-edge spaces.
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Total greenspace 
0.98 + 1.02 +1.02 

=  3.02 ha



4. Mid-river greenspace

The Birchill Lane allotments shown white-edged on thegooglemap. These are protected 
from development & owned by a Trust. This has been missed by the proposers. A large 
area of field is excluded as owners appear not to want to join the Consortium.

Two rights of way already exist to the river & along the valley (pale orange)
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Total greenspace 
0.85 + 2.79
 =  3.64 ha

but allotments!



5. The Mount

North & east sides of site is steeply sloping and currently well used as POS?

Feltham Lane is proposed to be re-opened to through traffic, past Christchurch School & 
Mendip Community Gardens.
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Total greenspace 
0.15 + 1.1
=  1.25 ha

+ steep bank



6. West part of the site

Below Keyford House. Northernmost field to be used for football field? Other greenspace 
retains important tree cluster off Little Keyford Lane, which is dowgraded to be traffic free. 
New east west footpath through linear park. It may also need to buffer the trading estates.

Googlemap shows loss of field boundaries. Site of pond in centre of trading estate.

see next page 
re. pond

Total greenspace 
0.78+1.25+0.67

 =  2.7 ha
but pond!



The pond

Pond on consultants ecological survey. 

The proposal shows a roundabout & roads following existing hedges, presumably with the 
intention of retaining these. The pond location will make for an interesting solution to the 
trading estate!
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Total 
greenspace 

8.38 +1.61 +3.02 
+3.64 +1.25 +2.70

+ small addns.
= 24.09 ha

Please note that these 
drawings are based on a very 
small scaled masterplan & will 
therefore not be accurate. They 
are intended for scoping only. 



Greenspace described in documents

Greenspace claims in the ‘Vision’ document (page 14, below) suggest that 72 hectares of 
greenspace will be made available to the community. 

However much of this includes spaces that are already within the communities access, as 
both roads / hedges (downgraded to paths) and rights of way (particularly the north part of 
the river). Other parts include paths between housing ‘blocks’ which are relatively narrow, 
some spaces are shown which are in private ownership (triangular wood), some is densely 
planted to protect propoerty. Yet others are too steep for quality open space or are 
provided alongside the new road network, which are of limited value for many families.

The mapping exercise above shows that the total good-sized new (or newly accessible) 
useable greenspace which is planned is in the region of 24 hectares. Is this enough for an 
additional population of 5,500 - 7,500? 

30 sq.m per person for 7000 people = 5m x 7m each.

Over half (12.02 ha) of this is alongside the river, some of which already has a network of 
rights of way. Some of the riverside (south part) is proposed for use as playing fields. 

It is unfortunate that the existing allotments have been overlooked, but these are protected 
by Trust so should be OK.



Public Open Space ‘offer’ by SGV project

Measured open space from Googlemap www.bit.ly/FromeSGV - note that these are OPEN 
spaces, not the small lanes between blocks, nor the existing hedgerows & none of the new 
roadways. It excludes the land below The Mount, which is already accessible to the public.

NB this v4 now includes additional spaces

Phase SGV proposal 
(ha)

Measured 
(ha)

% notes

1a 17.42 6.85 39% inc, whole riverside - NB. some not available

1b 4.11 inc. in 3

1c 4.26 0.37 9% the playing field is already allocated to ex. 
development (Aldhelm Court, DW Homes)

2 11.85 3.02 25% is this just poorly measured?

3a 9.14 5.2 57% mostly sloap

3b 5.59 3.13 56% riverside - poorly measured or includes 
boundary screening?

4 11.23 4.27 38% inc. riverbank which is already public ROW

5 8.1 1.25 15% inc. bank which is already public

TOTAL 71.7 24.09 34%


